
Model 360 Uncaser & Packer
Here’s an easy upgrade if you’re using hand labor to

uncase and pack bottles. The Model 360 performs  

both functions, unpacking and packing, simultaneously,  

in one machine.

• Compact design for easy installation, saves floor space

• Run a variety of glass and plastic containers

• No-drop handling protects container and label integrity

UNCASING/PACKING



Compact, all-in-one uncaser and packer
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Reduce labor, increase efficiency, and 
save floor space
This system replaces both manual uncasing 
and case packing labor to reduce liability 
and production costs while increasing your 
line productivity. It has a compact footprint, 
using 1/2 the space typically required for 
separate uncasing and packing machines.

Designed for your product
Many pick up devices are offered to handle many 
different container types. Pneumatic, vacuum or 
mechanical grippers may be used depending on 
the product requirements.

Precise robotic container handling
• Servo operation provides precise handling 

to ensure container and label integrity
• NO DROP- containers are released only 

upon contact with case or conveyor:
 – Improved bottle stability when handling 
lightweight plastic containers

 – Reduced risk of breakage when handling 
glass

 – Precision handling of heavy, industrial-
sized containers

All information in this brochure was current at time of printing, 
however, in the continuing effort to improve the quality and 
construction of A-B-C equipment, we reserve the right to 
make changes without notice.

Quality features make a better machine:
• Servo-controlled vertical movement
• Finger grid protects labels during packing
• Multiple heads for higher volume per cycle
• Intelligent Control (PLC) of all machine 

functions
• Photo eyes w/background suppression
• Color touchscreen control panel
• Manual operation of all functions
• SEW Eurodrive motor for main horizontal 

movement

Case range: RSC, HSC, RSC-Tablock cases
Speed: Up to 15 cases per minute

Here’s how it works
1 Cases filled with empty containers feed to 
the uncasing station, meanwhile, pack-ready 
containers index to the packing station.

2 The transfer head lowers and lifts the empty 
containers from the case to the exit conveyor, 
and the empty case indexes to the packing area.

3 When the transfer head reaches the conveyor, 
it picks up the filled containers and cycles them 
into the empty cases. On each subsequent 
cycle, empty containers are unpacked and filled 
containers are packed simultaneously.

Gentle container packing
During transfer, the packing head 
separates the containers slightly prior 
to inserting into the case. This action 
protects the labels by preventing 
contact with the partitions or case 
walls during packing. 

Containers are lowered through a grid 
with fingers to ensure proper alignment 
with case cells, and released only when 
they reach the bottom of the case.
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http://www.abcpackaging.com/applications/videos-by-machine-type/264-videos-by-machine-type/1058-model-360-2-in-1-uncaser-and-case-packer

